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Let x be a locally-presentable monoidal category. We show that every “small” 
subobject in X is contained in a small pure subobject. In the spirit of [2], this is used 
to analyse the structure of coalgebraic ategories over X. These results complement 
the work of Gabriel and Ulmer and open the door to the much neglected study of 
coalgebras in abstract multilinear algebra. 
By a monoidal category we mean a category X equipped with a bifunctor, “tensor”, 
8 : X XX + X. It is assumed that 8 is coherently symmetric, associative, and unitary, 
with unit object I. If X is an object in X, P denotes the n-fold tensor of X with itself, 
and@ =I. 
A prop is a monoidal category P having the natural numbers, N, as its object set. 
It is assumed that the tensor acts by addition on objects, and that the symmetric 
group S,? is a subset of p(rz, n) for all n E N. For details see Mac Lane [4]. P is said 
to be coalgebraic if it is generated as a monoidal category by a set of maps with do- 
main 1. 
If P is a prop and X a monoidal category, let XfP) denote the class of all tensor 
preserving functors from P to X which also preserve the natural isomorphisms re- 
quired by the monoidal structures of P and X. Then XcP) is a category in a natural 
way and is equipped with the usual forgetful functor to X. A map A 5 B in Xtp) 
is just an X-map such that for all maps ad% ur in P the following diagram com- 
mutzs: 
A category of the form XcP) is said to be propable 
Recall that a diagram Din an arbitrary category 
cardinal, if: 
over X. It is coalgebraic if P is. 
X is a-filtered, where ar is a regular 
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(i) for every family {D/}ie[ of objects in D such that 111< cy, there exists an ob- 
ject D in D and maps {Di + D}i,, in&). 
(ii) for every family of maps {D * ti D'}iel in D such that 111< a, there exists a 
map D'L D" in D such that did = did for all i and i in I. 
Given a functor X + Y, if there exists a regular cardinal (Y such that F preserves 
a-filtered colimits, we say that F has rank, and rank F G a. For an object X in X, 
we write rankX X (or rank X) instead of rank X(X,-). A category X is cr-locally- 
presentable if it is cocomplete and has a generating set G such that rank G < Q for 
all G in G. An object X in X is said to be P-generated, where p is a regular cardinal, 
if there is a proper epimorphism ‘icl Gi + X, where Gi E G and 111< 0. 
Locally presentable categories have been studied extensively by Gabriel and Ulmer 
[3], and by Barr [ 11. They include the categories Sets, Mod-R, Cat, categories of
sheaves, the category of Banach spaces (norm decreasing maps), and many others. 
If X is a-locally-presentable, it isknown that X is complete, that every element of 
X has rank, and that a-filtered colimits commute with a-limits, i.e. kernel pairs and 
products with fewer than ar factors. Also, every element of X is the colimit of an 
a-filtered diagram in G. 
Henceforth, let X be an ar-locally-presentable monoidal category. We assume that 
X has images and that rank8 < cy. 
1. Lemma. We may assume that G is closed under finite applications of rip. 
Recall that a subobject X’- Y in X is pure if X@ 2 is1 ’ Y@ 2 is a monomor- 
phism for every 2 in X. We shall show that every “small” subobject is contained in 
a pure subobject that is not too much bigger. Using Theorem 11.3.2 in [l] we may 
choose a regular cardinal y having the following properties: 
(1h>ar+l61. 
(2) Every object in X is the direct colimit of its r-generated subobjects. 
(3) X in X is y-generated if and only if lUGECX(G, X)1 < y. 
(4) Whenever X and Y are y-generated, soare X X Y and X @ Y. 
2. Lemma. Let X be a y-generated subobject of Yin X. For each G E G there exists 
a P-generated subobject, X(G), of Y containy:IX and such that the kernel pair of 
X&G i@l - Y QD G is a kernel pair for X B G- X(G) QD G, where i is the inclusion. 
Proof. Let Ux (or just rl) denote the set of all subobjects of Y of the form X U X’ 
where X’ is y-generatef&IBy the remarks preceedins the lemma we have l$n U = Y. 
NOW let KG Z&ZO G ---+ Y 8 G be a kernel pzlr diagram, and let 
K&X@G----+ U 8 G be a kernel pair for e;lch U E W. Let K denote the set of 
all K’,‘s. Since U is closed under unions of less than Q elements ( ince cy K y), U 
is an a-directed set and so is K. Since Y @ G = 19 U 8 G and kernel pairs are a-limits, 
the canonical map Kc + lim K is an isomorphism. By the choice of 7, both XCO G 
and 1(X @ G) X (XB G) are+T-generated. Since subobjects are determined by sets of 
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maps from the generating set, again by the choice of y there are fewer than 2’ iso- 
morphism classes of subobjects of (X 8 G) X (X 8 G), and hence fewer than 2Y dis- 
tinct members of M. For each distinct K E K, choose an object U E U such that 
K 3 X@ G + II@ G is a kernel pair and let I/? denote the set of all chosen objects. 
Since lU?l < 2y, U? has less than 27 subsets of cardinality 011, soclosing up U? under 
ar-unions yields another subset of U, denoted U!, such that (U! I< 201 and U! is OF 
directed. Thus, defining X(G) = I$ U! X(G) is a subobject of Y and obviously con- 
tains X. Since X(G) is the union of fewer than 2y y-generated objects, it is 2Y-gener- 
ated. Finally, because U! is a-directed: 
ker(X@G+X(G)@G)= ker(XsG+l$ U!BG) 
=l@ker(X@G+U!@G)=lir@C=KG. 
Iterating the above construction would yield a subobject of Y that is pure “for” 
the generator G, and subsequent diagonalization would yield a pure subobject. We 
perform both operations in the proof of: 
3. Theorem. There exists a regular cardinal ‘7’ such [hat each y-generated subobject 
in X is contained in a f-generated pure subobject. 
Proof. Let X be a y-generated subobject of Y. Let E denote the set of (ordered) 
families of elements of G with fewer than c11 terms. Define X(E) for E E E by ordered 
application of the process (-) (G) for G E E. 
More precisely, let E = ulhlCcr GA, the union taken over all ordinals X whose car- 
dinality is less than a. If EE GA, let Elp denote the function E restricted to I-( < A, 
and define X(E) as follows: 
x(E) (X(E(X - 1)) (A - 1)E if h is a non-limit ordinal, 
= u L cr< h X(EII_o if X is a limit ordinal. 
Let X(E) denote {X(E): E E E}. X(E) is a-directed by Lemma 4 below, so de- 
fining X’ = I$ X(E) yields a subobject Y containing X. Let y’ be such that X’ is 
y’-generated. Note that by Lemma 2 above, y’ does not depend on X, or on X’, but 
only on 7. 
We show that X’ is pure in Y. Given G E G let K’ 3 X’@ G + YOO G be a kernel 
pair diagram. X’B G = lb-$X(E) @G) and since X(E) is o-directed, K’ = I$ UE), 
where K(E) 3 X(E) @ G + Y c9 G is a kernel pair for each E E E. Let XWG) = 
(X(E))C, obviously in E. We have a diagram: 
K’ -== X’ 
K(EG)--s X(EG) I 
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The diagram K(k) Zs X(E) @G + X(EG) QD G commutes by Lemma 2 above, so 
K(E) -+ K’ 3 X’s G commutes. Since K’ = 19 K(E), K’ 3 X’a G commutes, and 
X’a G + YCS G is a monomorphism for every G E C. 
C;iven 2 E X, 2 = hi1 Gi for some a-filtered family (Gi}iel CC. Thus X‘a 2 + 
Y@ Z is a monomorphism, being I@ (X’@ Gi + Y C.S Gi). 
4. Lemma. c11 regular implies X(E) is &directed. 
Let A be a coalgetjic propable category over X. Each object A in A has structure 
maps of the form A -Au’. Let [A] denote the set of these structure maps and 
let uA = u whenever A is understood. If A and B are in A, A 8 B has a natural A- 
structure defined by: 
N’ow assume that @ preserves allcolimits. Then the underlying functor A +X 
creates colimits and, hence, A is cocomplete. Let A be in A and let X + A be a pure 
X-subobject of A. Then X is an A-subobject if and only if 01x factors through Xur 
for each aE [A]. 
5. Proposition. Let A be in A and let X’- A be a y-generated X-subobject of A. 
Then there exists a y-generated subobject of A, x&A containing X such that 
Im(ia) E Im(/“‘) for all o E [A], provided y > 1 [A] 1. 
Proof. Let U be as in the proof of Lemma 2. Then 1$-r U = A, so for any tt E N, 
A’l = @ 19 U= I$ (Ul 8 . . . B r/,> = 19 V 
II U$ U. UEU 
l . . 
since the diagonal is cofinal. Because X is y-generated and the colimit li$-ruEuvr = 
Au’ is y-filtered, Im(ia) C Irn(Uz -+ Aur) for some Uu e U. Let X= U,,I~~ Uo. 
Lbiagonalizing the processes ofProposition 5 and Theorem 3 we have: 
6. Proposition. &Tkere xists a cardinal y(A) such that each y-generated X-subobject 
of A (in A) is contained in a y(A)-generated pure A-subobject of A. 
7. Corollary. A has a set of generators. 
8. Corollary. There exists a right adjoint to the forgetful functor A + X. 
In fact A is cotripleable over X, as can be easily shown by modifying the argument 
for vector spaces in [5] or for R-modules in [2]. It is also easy to see that the gener- 
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ators for A constructed above have rank in A, which is thus locally-presentable. In 
fact, A(A, B) is a subset of X(A, B) defined as the y-limit of a certain set of maps of 
the form X(A, B) + X(A, B”). 
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